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The comparative method plays a central role in efforts to uncover the adaptive
basis for primate behaviors, morphological traits, and cognitive abilities.1–4 The
comparative method has been used, for example, to infer that living in a larger
group selects for a larger neocortex,5,6 that primate territoriality favors a longer
day range relative to home range size,7 and that sperm competition can account
for the evolution of primate testes size.8,9 Comparison is fundamental for recon-
structing behavioral traits in the fossil record, for example, in studies of locomo-
tion and diet.10–13 Recent advances in comparative methods require phyloge-
netic information,2,14–16 but our knowledge of phylogenetic information is imper-
fect. In the face of uncertainty about evolutionary relationships, which phylogeny
should one use? Here we provide a new resource for comparative studies of pri-
mates that enables users to run comparative analyses on multiple primate phylog-
enies. Importantly, the 10,000 trees that we provide are not random, but instead
use recent systematic methods to create a plausible set of topologies that reflect
our certainty about some nodes on the tree and uncertainty about other nodes,
given the dataset. The trees also reflect uncertainty about branch lengths.

The comparative method has under-
gone a revolution in the past 20
years.2,14–16 Specifically, new phyloge-
netic methods provide a way to in-
corporate evolutionary history directly
into comparative research. Phylogeny
is essential to comparative research
because related species tend to rese-

mble one another, resulting in non-
independent data points.2,17,18 Phylo-
genetic comparative methods can be
used to investigate whether two
traits change in tandem through
time, while also providing the histor-
ical scaffolding to identify independ-
ent evolutionary origins of the traits

of interest. More recently, phyloge-
netic methods have provided a tool-
kit to investigate the tempo and mode
of evolution,19,20 quantify phyloge-
netic signal in comparative data,21,22

and study the factors that influence
diversification rates.23,24 Computer
simulations have revealed that it is
usually preferable to conduct com-
parative tests with some form of phy-
logenetic method because this reduces
false positives (Type I errors) and
increases statistical power.17,18,25,26

This latter point is often under-
appreciated, but it is a logical out-
come of phylogenetic comparative
analyses that reduce error associated
with the estimation of statistics and
thus enhance the probability of
detecting real effects.26

Researchers generally want to
include as many species as possible
in a comparative analysis. To incor-
porate phylogeny in comparative stud-
ies of primates, previous researchers
have used either published primate-
wide ‘‘supertrees’’ such as the Purvis
phylogeny27 or compiled smaller
trees from the literature, often patch-
ing these together from among exist-
ing phylogenies based on morphol-
ogy or genetics.28,29 More recently,
Bininda-Emonds and coworkers30,31

produced a new supertree of mam-
mals. Researchers have begun to use
the primate portion of this tree in
comparative studies of primates.32–34

The actual tree topology and timing
of speciation events is, however, never
known with certainty. In addition,
phylogenetic relationships should be
continually reassessed as new data
become available, which recommends
against the continued use of older phy-
logenies such as Purvis’,27 since better
data are now available. Furthermore,
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when conducting a comparative test,
it is desirable to incorporate the cur-
rent level of uncertainty for specific
nodes and branch lengths. Indeed,
different trees can produce different
results in a comparative analysis,
making it unwise to condition
comparative analyses on a single hy-
pothesis of evolutionary relationships

when that hypothesis is legitimately
uncertain.35

Some evolutionary anthropologists
have accounted for phylogenetic
uncertainty by conducting multiple
analyses using more than one
tree.28,36–38 But this raises an impor-
tant question: How should we decide
on the trees to use? A number of

authors have proposed that Bayesian
phylogenetic approaches provide a
way to systematically incorporate phy-
logenetic uncertainty into comparative
research.35,39,40 In particular, Bayes-
ian methods allow the user to obtain
a set of trees that are sampled in
proportion to their posterior proba-
bility (Box 1). The set of trees

Box 1. Schematic of Bayesian phylogenetics.

Bayesian methods in phyloge-
netics typically use Metropolis-
coupled Markov chain Monte Carlo
algorithms (MCMCMC, or MC3) to
generate posterior probability distri-
butions for a set of parameters; that
is, the conditional distribution of
the parameter given the data. Note
that in Bayesian statistics probabil-
ity cannot be interpreted in its origi-
nal meaning; rather, it is used to
represent parameter uncertainty. In
Bayesian phylogenetics, the parame-
ters are comprised of a phylogenetic
tree and a specific model of evolu-
tion, which is based on the individ-
ual priors for these parameters (a
priori knowledge or beliefs about a
parameter distribution) and the like-
lihood of the data.
Bayesian MC3 methods start with

a random tree and arbitrary initial
values for branch lengths and model
parameters. In each generation, ei-
ther a new tree or a new model pa-
rameter is proposed. Typically, each
proposed change is small; thus, the
samples are not random because
they are based on the parameter
value of the previous generation.
The proposal can then be accepted
or rejected, depending on the ratio
of the posterior densities of the new
state to the old state (R). If R>1, an
‘‘uphill’’ step, indicating a state with
higher posterior probability, the
proposed change is always accepted.
If R<1, a ‘‘downhill’’ step, the
change is accepted with probability
R. The smaller R, the smaller is the
proposal acceptance probability.
Thus, after a particular number of
generations, the region of the pa-
rameter space with the highest pos-
terior probability is reached and
sampled most often. If the parame-

ter space has multiple peaks that
are separated by deep valleys, how-
ever, the algorithm may become
stuck on a local peak. To rectify that
problem, additional chains (so-
called hot or heated chains) are used
in MC3 that independently search
the tree space, more readily accept
proposals with a small R value, and
regularly swap states with the origi-
nal chain (cold chain). Heated
chains flatten the posterior probabil-
ity distribution and thus have shal-
lower valleys, which allows them to
more easily cross those valleys.
During MC3, a ‘‘chain’’ of trees is

produced that reflects the accepted
modifications in phylogenetic infor-
mation and model parameters. At
the beginning of the chain, the like-
lihood typically climbs quickly,
which is called burn-in (see Figure)
until the chain eventually reaches
its equilibrium distribution (indi-
cated in the Figure by the putative
plateau). Every k generations, the
cold chain is sampled, which sim-
ply entails saving the tree topology,

branch lengths, and all model pa-
rameters, and further analyses gen-
erally make use of post-burn-in
samples. If the posterior probability
distribution for each parameter has
been approximated adequately, the
post-burn-in sampling reflects the
true parameter uncertainty and the
quality of the sample generally
improves as a function of the num-
ber of steps (generations). The sam-
ple can then be summarized using
various statistics, such as histo-
grams, means, or credible intervals.
Topology and branch lengths can
also be summarized by construct-
ing a majority rule consensus tree
with support values in the form of
clade credibility values and mean
branch lengths. One can also use
the whole sample of trees (‘‘tree
block’’) to incorporate topological
and branch length uncertainty into
comparative analyses that make
use of the phylogenetic informa-
tion. This approach is advocated
here and it is also recommended by
others.39,40
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obtained reflects uncertainty in the
phylogeny, given the substitution
model and data; more certain nodes
are found across a greater propor-
tion of the sample of trees, while
less certain nodes are found less of-
ten. Users can create as many trees
as they wish — hundreds, even thou-
sands of phylogenies, all fully bifurcat-
ing and with branch lengths, and not
simply random permutations of the
species in the study.41,42 It is possible
then to run comparative analyses on
this sample and in this way, the
results of a comparative study are not
conditioned on a particular phylog-
eny or set of branch lengths.40

Here we describe a new online
resource for comparative studies of
primates, which we call 10kTrees and
make available at http://10kTrees.fas.
harvard.edu. The 10kTrees website
provides a way for users to download
up to 10,000 primate phylogenies
with branch lengths obtained from a
Bayesian phylogenetic analysis. The
trees in Version 1 include 189 pri-
mate species that are commonly
used in comparative research on pri-
mates. The data are provided in a
standard format43 that can be read
by a wide variety of comparative
methods programs,44,45 including
phylogenetics packages for R.46 We
request that people using this
resource cite the current paper,
which describes the 10kTrees website
and Version 1 of the trees. We are
preparing another paper that applies
Version 1 to study primate diversifi-
cation in relation to body mass.47

A BAYESIAN INFERENCE OF
PRIMATE PHYLOGENY

Bayesian phylogenetic methods
provide a way to sample a set of
trees in proportion to their posterior
probabilities using algorithms based
on Metropolis-coupled Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMCMC, or MC3, see
Box 1).39,48–50 Nodes that the data
strongly support are identical or
nearly so across most of the ‘‘tree
block’’; that is, the sample of trees
obtained from the analysis. On the
consensus tree of the 10kTrees block,
these nodes are thus depicted with
high clade credibility values. Some

nodes are not well supported, which
indicates that alternative arrange-
ments produce similar likelihoods.
These nodes vary across the tree
block in proportion to their posterior
probabilities. By running compara-
tive analyses across this set of trees
rather than using a single tree, the
results are no longer conditioned on
a single tree being correct.

We expect this resource to be espe-
cially important for primate phyloge-
netic comparative studies because it
provides a statistically rigorous and
principled way to control for uncer-
tainty at various nodes in primate
phylogeny.51–55 Importantly, our goal
for this project is not to produce the
definitive primate phylogeny; that
goal will be best achieved with more
focused studies of gene insertions,
whole genomes, and standardized
data collection, and will involve lon-
ger-term concerted effort by experts
in primate phylogenetics (for exam-
ple, Disotell56). Instead, the goal is to
produce a set of phylogenetic trees
from available data that is appropri-
ate for comparative research on pri-
mates. We will, however, regularly
update the dataset to accommodate
the ever-increasing availability of
sequence data and advances in tree
inference methods.

For Version 1, we collected data
on four mitochondrial genes and one
autosomal gene from GenBank. To
create the multiple sequence align-
ments (MSA), we used Muscle 3.7
with the default parameters.57

Because alignment quality can have a
substantial impact on the inferred
tree,58–62 we manually excluded poorly
aligned sites or sites with a high per-
centage of missing data (especially at
the beginning and end of the MSA).
We constrained 29 major nodes if
they were well characterized by at
least three genomic Alu insertions.63–69

These constraints eliminate uncer-
tainty at constrained nodes, which
we think is reasonable because Alu
insertion events are generally
regarded as more reliable cladistic
indicators that are less prone to
homoplasy than are DNA sequence
data.63–65 However, we are likely to
relax these constraints in future ver-
sions of 10kTrees that use additional
autosomal loci. Thus, users should

refer to the website for details appro-
priate for the version they use.
For tree inference in Version 1, we

used the program MrBayes 3.1.2.48

Galeopterus variegates, the Sunda fly-
ing lemur, or colugo, was identified
as the outgroup, since it has been
shown that colugos are the closest
living relatives to the order Prima-
tes.70 We ran a Bayesian analysis
with two runs and eight chains (one
cold chain and seven heated chains)
in each run. We used a GTRþIþG
substitution model for each of the
five genes in a partitioned dataset,
which was identified as the best sub-
stitution model in the program Find-
Model.71 The analysis for Version 1
was run for eight million genera-
tions, with trees sampled every 1,000
generations. We assessed the heating
(changed to 0.02) and excluded the
first three million generations as
burn-in (Box 1). We summarized
these topologies by constructing a
50% majority rule consensus tree,
which we provide in various graphi-
cal formats on the 10kTrees website.
Branch lengths were calculated as
the mean branch length from all
trees in the posterior distribution in
which the branch was present. In
future versions of 10kTrees, we will
provide both molecular branch
lengths and, by using fossil calibra-
tion points, branches that reflect the
time since two species last shared a
common ancestor.

APPLICATIONS TO PRIMATE
COMPARATIVE BIOLOGY

An important goal of our project is
to make the trees readily available
for comparative research. To that
end, users can download trees in
NEXUS43 format. On the 10kTrees
website, users can select the number
of trees to download. These are
sampled from the tree block so that
they cover a full range of variation in
the analysis; that is, they are
sampled evenly along the stored
chain of trees rather than simply tak-
ing the first n trees in the sample,
where n is the number of trees
requested by the user. The consensus
tree of the full sample is also avail-
able to download. In addition, the
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user has the option of selecting spe-
cific species of interest; the trees are
then pruned to the selected species
before download. In terms of the
actual data used to generate the
trees, users can obtain the original
sequence data, the list of species that
were studied, an availability matrix
for the distribution of genetic data
across species, and details on how
the data were analyzed (that is, the
substitution model and parameters
of the MC3 analysis, such as sam-
pling rate, number of chains, and
number of sampled generations).
The phylogenetic constraints based
on Alu insertions are also download-
able from the website. By providing
the raw data files, users can easily
rerun the phylogenetic analysis in a
different computer package or with
different settings, e.g., without the
constraints.
The phylogenies available from

10kTrees provide a significant
improvement over the two primate-
wide phylogenies that are currently
most commonly used in comparative
research.27,30 The older of these phy-
logenies, published by Andy Purvis
in 1995,27 was a ground-breaking
contribution to comparative prima-
tology when it was published. How-
ever, fewer genetic data were avail-
able in 1995, and many polytomies
were present in the tree. In particu-
lar, the Asian colobines showed
almost no resolution because phylo-
genetic information for this clade
was generally unavailable when the
tree was constructed. In addition to
its lack of resolution, the Purvis phy-
logeny includes a number of topo-
logical misplacements even at the
generic level as assessed by compari-
son to the preponderance of DNA
sequence and Alu insertion data used
to infer the 10kTrees. For example,
the basal bifurcation of the platyr-
rhines is incorrect on the basis of
Alu insertions, as are the positions
of Aotus and Callicebus.65 Recent
sequence-based studies and our
research clearly contradict the topol-
ogy given for other genera such as
Callimico and Lophocebus.72,73 Given
its lack of resolution and topological
misplacements at the generic level,
continued use of the Purvis phylog-
eny27 cannot be recommended.

The primate portion of the more
recent Bininda-Emonds supertree30

is an improvement over Purvis’ phy-
logeny,27 but it still suffers from ex-
cessive polytomies within the gue-
nons and the Asian colobines. The
Bininda-Emonds tree contains an
incorrect topology for the basal
bifurcations among the platyrrhines,
given the Alu insertion data and
whole mitochondrial genome evi-
dence.65,72 It also includes apparent
anomalies or errors, such as the par-
aphyletic placement of Callicebus per-
sonatus as separate from its conge-
ners and basal to Cebidae. While the
Bininda-Emonds tree is useful for
mammal-wide comparative analyses,
we recommend 10kTrees for studies
focused on primates.

We designed the website so that it
can be easily updated as new genetic
data become available to infer pri-
mate phylogeny. Thus, the website
will provide multiple versions,
including an ‘‘archive’’ where previ-
ous versions can be accessed. We are
already working on Version 2 of the
dataset, which will include over 230
species and more genes. We also
expect that the website itself will
evolve to provide more tools for pri-
mate comparative biology. In future
versions, for example, we plan to
provide a taxonomic translation tool.
Thus, readers will be able to select
species based on their names from
GenBank, or from lists of names in
which the original species designa-
tions are translated to commonly
used taxonomies, such as the taxono-
mies by Corbet and Hill74 and
Groves in Wilson and Reeder.75 In
addition to giving trees with branch
lengths proportional to genetic
change, a future version of the web-
site will provide dated trees based on
fossil calibration points. We will also
make available scripts to link the
trees to comparative data to produce
a single NEXUS43 file for analysis.
We will provide advice for importing
the trees into analysis programs,
such as BayesTraits,44 R,76 and Mes-
quite.45 Ultimately, we aim for a flex-
ible, open-access, and user-friendly
platform that will enhance the use of
phylogenetic approaches in primate
evolution, and will grow as new
sequence data become available.
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